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 This is a utility that allows a sgm pilot 3000 tester to set the targets of the load tests to run in the fixture editor. The targets are
set in the fixture editor and then can be exported to the test plans for the fixtures. Task List Target List to use To specify the

fixture list targets for the fixture editor or for import into the fixture list Setting the Target List in the Fixture Editor Saving the
targets Task List to use for tester (or to import into fixture list) To specify the fixture list targets for the fixture tester or for
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import into the fixture list When you set the targets in the fixture editor, the fixtures will be loaded with the targets Using the
fixture list When the fixture list target list is set up for a fixture tester, when you edit the fixture list, the test plan will ask if you
want to send the fixture list to the target list. The choice is Yes or No. If you answer No, then the targets in the fixture list will
be removed. When you use the fixture list in the load tests, it will ask if you want to send the fixture list to the target list. The

choice is Yes or No. If you answer No, then the fixture list will be removed from the fixture tester. When you set the targets in
the fixture editor, then save the targets, the targets will be removed from the fixture editor. The targets are only removed from
the fixture editor and saved in the fixture list. The targets are not removed from the tester or saved in the test plan. When you

load the fixture list target list, then it will ask if you want to send the fixture list to the target list. The choice is Yes or No. If you
answer Yes, then the targets in the fixture list will be added to the fixture tester. Setting the Target List in the Tester Saving the
targets Using the Tester Use the Tester to set the target list Importing the targets Target List Importing the target list Saving the

target list Sending the targets Sending the target list Removing the targets 82157476af
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